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The Second International Meeting
Preetz, Germany
19 - 22 March 2009

Meeting Agenda

- Presentation of the AWO
- Presentation of the website
- http://www.ieneproject.eu:
  - Vertical
    - Section about “project”
    - Objectives
    - Target groups
    - Expected results
    - Outputs
    - Activities
    - Partners
    - European meetings: objectives, reports
    - Newsletter
  - Horizontal
    - Contact

Discussion and decision on the structure and contents of the website
Presentation of the results of the survey
Project planning documents:

From the First to the Second Meeting

Each partner conducted a survey with about 20 students with the Papadopoulos questionnaire and sent the complete results to Gina Tailor from the Middlesex University for scientific research.
Next steps…

- Developing the multilingual website and posting information, documents, learning materials, and tools for the intercultural education of nurses;
- Translating the materials posted on the website in all countries' languages;
- At the European and national level according to the nurses;
- Completing information, documents, and links related to the European common tools, national level tools (national frame of qualifications, professional standards, and training programs) in the field of IVET and CVET of the nurses;
- Middlesex University will evaluate the research on training needs of all partners;
- EDUNET organization will conduct the technical work on creating and developing the multilingual website and dictionary, posting information, documents, learning materials, and tools for the intercultural education on the website.

Outputs of the mobility:

- Website plan
- Plan for learning material
- Plan for essential definitions

3rd European mobility

5th-8th July 2009
in London
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